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TAXON 35(1): 183-188. FEBRUARY 1986 

PROPOSALS TO REVISE ICBN 

(86)-(88) A multi- or a uni-lingual Code of Botanical Nomenclature? 

Summary 
A historical outline is presented with regard to the regulation of botanical nomenclature since the 

"Lois" of Alphonse de Candolle (1867). Attention is drawn to the fact that the subsequent "Regles," 
largely promulgated by European botanists, were presented primarily in French with German and 
English translations until 1930. Since the 5th International Botanical Congress in Cambridge, the 
"Rules" (afterwards called "Code") have become truly international through a reconciliation of the 
American and European methods. The English version became the principal one from 1935 onwards 
and in 1956 it was declared arbitrarily correct in case of differences with the French and German 
texts. 

It is proposed that (1) the English wording of the Code (in case translations show any discrepancies) 
be declared the binding one in the Preamble rather than in the Preface; (2) the official English version 
of the Code be published separately, in order to produce it more speedily and at a lower price; (3) 
publication of the principal text of the Code in other languages (e.g. those regarded by UNESCO as 
major ones) be actively sponsored at an international level. 

Resume 
Une esquisse historique est pr6sent6e a l'egard de la codification de la nomenclature botanique apres 

les "Lois" d'Alphonse de Candolle (1867). L'attention est attir6e sur le fait que les "Regles" subse- 
quentes, promulgu6es en grande partie par les botanistes europ6ens, etaient present6es a l'origine en 
Francais avec des traductions allemandes et anglaises jusqu'a 1930. Depuis le 5me Congres Inter- 
national de Botanique a Cambridge, les "Rules" (dites "Code" par la suite) sont devenues vraiment 
internationales grace a la r6conciliation entre les m6thodes am6ricaines et europ6ennes. Le texte anglais 
devint le principal a partir de 1935, et en 1956 celui-ci fut d6clar6 arbitrairement correct en cas de 
differences avec ceux en Francais et en Allemand. 

Il est propos6 que (1) le texte anglais du Code (au cas ou les traductions divergent) soit d6clar6 a 
suivre obligatoirement dans le Pr6ambule, plut6t que dans la Preface; (2) la version officielle du Code 
en Anglais soit publi6e s6par6ment, afin d'en acc6elrer la production et de la rendre moins couteuse; 
(3) la publication du texte principal du Code en d'autres langues (p.ex. celles regard6es commes majeures 
par I'UNESCO) soit facilitee activement sur un plan international. 

Zusammenfassung 
Ein historischer Abriss der Regelbildung der botanischen Nomenclatur seit Alphonse de Candolles 

"Lois" (1867) wird vorgelegt. Es wird hervorgehoben, dass die darauffolgenden "Regles", bis 1930 
grossenteils von europiiischen Botanikern verfasst, urspriinglich in Franz6sisch mit deutschen und 
englischen Ubersetzungen ver6ffentlicht wurden. Nach dem 5. Internationalen Botanischen Kongress 
in Cambridge sind die "Rules" (spiiter "Code" genannt) durch Vereinigung der amerikanischen und 
europaischen Methoden wirklich international geworden. Der englische Text war von 1935 an der 
massgebende, und 1956 wurde er willkiirlich als richtig anerkannt falls Abweichungen in den fran- 
zosischen und deutschen Fassungen auftreten sollten. 

Es wird vorgeschlagen, dass (1) die englische Fassung des Codes (falls Ubersetzungen abweichen) 
in der Praambel, anstatt im Vorwort, als bindend erklirt wird; (2) die offizielle englische Fassung des 
Codes getrennt ausgegeben wird, um schnelleres und preisgiinstigeres Erscheinen zu erm6glichen; (3) 
Ubersetzungen des Codes in andere Sprachen (z.B. in die von UNESCO als wichtig bezeigneten) 
international unterstiitzt und ihre Veroffentlichung erm6glicht werden sollen. 

From Linnaeus's incomplete attempt in "Critica botanica" (1737), the endeavours by botanists to 
regulate the procedures for the nomenclature of plants did not meet with universal acceptance for 
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almost two centuries. The first comprehensive proposal with due regard for existing conventions was 
Alphonse de Candolle's "Lois de la nomenclature botanique." This so-called "Paris Code" was rec- 
ommended for general use after amendations were made at an international botanical congress in 
1867. Mounting dissatisfaction was the cause of the decision at the 1 st International Botanical Congress 
in Paris, 1900, to charge the Swiss botanist John Briquet with the task of preparing a revision of the 
"Lois." His groundwork enabled the 2nd I.B.C. in Vienna, 1905, to publish a new set of "Regles 
internationales de la nomenclature botanique" (1906). Unfortunately, these rules were not yet ac- 
ceptable to all concerned and American botanists in particular preferred their own "Code of Botanical 
Nomenclature" (1904), which was reissued subsequently in a revised edition (1907). The "Regles" 
were amended at the 3rd I.B.C. in Brussels, 1910, whereas the "American Code" was developed 
independently and substantially revised as the "Type-Basis Code of Botanical Nomenclature" (1921). 
The American and European methods were finally reconciled at the 5th I.B.C. in Cambridge, 1930, 
and further developments since have been accepted universally. 

The "Lois" of 1867 were soon translated into German and English, the two languages then rivalling 
French in importance as diplomatic, cultural and scientific media. The "Regles" of 1905 and 1910 
were translated into the same languages, these versions also being officially sanctioned, although the 
French text was regarded as the deciding one in case of doubt about interpretations. The editorial 
committees in charge consisted of four members, including J. Briquet as Rapporteur-general. H. Harms 
and A. B. Rendle were responsible for the German and English translations respectively. 

The third edition of the rules was published in Jena (1935), and Harms's introduction was presented 
in German, but the text appeared primarily in English under the main title "International Rules of 
Botanical Nomenclature." It is not clear whether this was caused by the intervening death of the 
francophone Rapporteur, by the circumstance that the United Kingdom had acted as the host country 
for the 5th I.B.C., or by the Americans submitting themselves to these substantially amended "Rules" 
for the first time. In any case, this shift coincided with the ascendency of English as a 'world language' 
after World War I. 

A fourth edition of the rules was never published officially, but the amendments adopted at the 6th 
I.B.C. in Amsterdam, 1935, were incorporated in an "unofficial special edition" in "Brittonia," vol. 
6 (1947; repr. Waltham, 1948). The alterations were also published in "Chronica botanica," vol. 12 
(1950), in a "Supplement" compiled by T. A. Sprague after the I.U.B.S. Symposium on Botanical 
Nomenclature and Taxonomy in Utrecht, 1948. Both publications were printed in the U.S.A. and 
originally appeared in the English language only, which is understandable in the years immediately 
after World War II. 

The 7th I.B.C. in Stockholm, 1950, was followed by an edition under the new title "International 
Code of Botanical Nomenclature," which has been retained ever since. The "Stockholm Code" (1952) 
was published in English as the 'official' version with a French translation by C. Baehni, a German 
version not being available in time due to the premature death of J. Mattfeld. The following "Paris 
Code" (1956) presented 'official' versions of the text in English, French and German, the first one to 
"be regarded arbitrarily as correct" in case of any inconsistency between these. An unusual addition 
was an 'unofficial' Spanish text, whereas the separate publication of a Russian translation was an- 
nounced in the introduction. 

From the "Montreal Code" (1961) onwards, the text was presented only in the three 'official' versions: 
in English, French and German respectively. From the various introductions it is clear that the 
successive Editorial Committees discussed the language issue as part of their policies, but apparently 
they always decided against changing what had become a tradition. Perhaps it was feared that inter- 
national support might be threatened if the text were published in one language only, English being 
the most likely choice in modern times. It is true that there have always been members on the Editorial 
Committees competent to provide French and German translations. Presumably it would have been 
much more expensive and time-consuming to include e.g. Spanish, Russian and Chinese versions, 
although that would actually have been desirable in the political and cultural climate after World War II. 

The Code itself does not prescribe a procedure to arrive at a policy change regarding the number 
of languages included in future official editions. So far, the successive Editorial Committees have 
decided what translations were to be incorporated. It appears that this practice has never been properly 
discussed during congressional sessions, but the customary procedure has nevertheless been sanctioned 
implicitly. In this period leading up to the 14th I.B.C. in Berlin, the time is probably ripe to discuss 
the matter of how many 'official' versions of the Code should be provided before a wider audience. 

If a uni-lingual Code were acceptable, its publication after future congresses could be speeded 
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up, and the resulting reduction in size would help to contain its ever spiralling costs. Unfortunately, 
it would be impractical nowadays to choose a politically neutral language like Latin. As the position 
of English as "primus inter pares" has now been established in the Code for about half a century, it 
should henceforth be regarded as sufficient by itself and the apparent western European bias would 
be reduced as a consequence. At the same time, the I.B.C. organizers should encourage or sponsor- 
perhaps even initiate-translations of the Code into other languages. In practice this could be arranged 
by the I.U.B.S., probably through the offices of the I.A.P.T. Those 'unofficial' editions that have been 
produced up to now through national initiatives only, could be enhanced by the imprimatur of an 
international body. The answer to the question in the title above should not be a simple unqualified 
choice between the two options. 

Proposals concerningfuture issues of the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature 

It is proposed that: 

(86) The following paragraph be included in the Preamble: "The text of the Code is initially written 
in English and this wording is ruled correct should there be any effective difference with translations." 
N.B. Acceptance of this proposal would make the relevant statement in the Preface redundant. 

(87) The International Botanical Congress in 1987 consider official publication of the Code in English 
only. 

(88) Publication of the principal text of the Code in other languages be sponsored and the necessary 
machinery for this be created by the appropriate bodies. 

The three proposals are evidently related, but are not mutually exclusive and should be voted upon 
independently. Note: See also Jansonius and Pocock 'Publication and Distribution of the ICBN' in 
'Points-of-View' column. 

Proposed by: A. Kanis, Australian National Herbarium, Division of Plant Industry, CSIRO, G.P.O. 
Box 1600, Canberra, A.C.T. 2601, Australia. 

(89)-(90) Problems with the nomenclature of nothotaxa in the Sydney Code: A reconsideration with 
two proposals to amend and the withdrawal of two previous proposals. 

Appendix I of the Sydney Code (1983) introduced the possibility of naming infraspecific nothotaxa 
when the parental infraspecific taxa belonged to different species (nothotaxa are assemblages of hybrid 
plants corresponding to a particular hybrid formula). It also introduced a rule that a nothotaxon has 
the same rank as its parental taxa or, if these differ in rank, the lower rank (Art. H.5). This rule is a 
necessary corollary of the rule 'one formula, one name' which has long been part of the Code, Appendix 
I, though expressed only in its application to hybrids of specific rank (nothospecies) (e.g., Leningrad 
Code, 1978, Art. H.3.2). 

Recently, Parkinson (1985), noting that Art. H.5 of the Sydney Code indicates that the rank of a 
nothotaxon is determined by the rank of one or both of the parental taxa, has raised the question of 
the treatment of names which have a form which is incorrect for a taxon whose rank is determined 
in this way. For example, the taxon corresponding to the formula Polypodium vulgare subsp. vulgare x 
P. vulgare subsp. prionodes is a nothosubspecies; however, a nothospecific name, P. x mantoniae, was 
published for it by Rothmaler (Rothmaler and Schneider, 1962). Rothmaler's work also provides a 
case where a name of incorrect form has been used when two species are involved: P. x shivasiae 
Rothmaler (l.c.) was published for P. australe x P. vulgare subsp. prionodes. In this instance the name 
P. xfont-queri Rothmaler dating from 1936 was available for P. australe x P. vulgare subsp. vulgare 
(Rothmaler and Schneider, 1962), although the original statement of parentage was simply P. aus- 
trale x P. vulgare. Parkinson (1985) argued that names which contravene Art. H.5 are not validly 
published, and proposed amending the Code to make this quite clear. In a simultaneously published 
article (Yeo, 1985) I proposed that this should not apply when a binary name was published corre- 
sponding to a hybrid formula which indicated that the nothotaxon was infraspecific and in which the 
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